
November 9th, 2016 
 
Washington State Forest Practice Board Re:  Water Typing – Disproportionate Impact  
P.O. Box 47012            and need for science       
Olympia, WA  98504-7012            
 
Chairman Bernath and Members of the Board: 
 
I’m Ken Miller, representing Washington Farm Forestry Association.   

   
We signed on to Forest and Fish in part to do our share to protect the streams in our care that 

provide public resources, including fishing. 

                                

                                   

           

      Pretty cool part of being a Washingtonian! 



We also signed on to help our neighbors maintain their culture – and perhaps even building on 

our own legacies of stewardship. 

 

  

 

   

 

   

 



Although the focus was on Threatened and Endangered Salmon we recognize the value/taste 

 of other fish. 

   

             Cutthroat Trout 

 

We didn’t realize, but accept as part of the deal, that we were also expected to protect other 

fish we’d never heard of.

 

             Mud Minnow 

 

                Stickleback 

 

   

                         Sculpin 

   
                   Pacific Lamprey 
 



 
The on-going Water Typing discussions are focused on the very small upper reaches of 
streams (past nose of last fish) that don’t have any of these “fish”, but are areas that might be 
usable by some kind of fish in the future.  On the surface the debates seemed to be about 
whether or not to protect these areas, but I doubt anyone is opposed to habitat protection – the 
underlying debates are really about how much protection (how many trees) is needed in these 
small areas!   
 
Despite our skepticism of Forest and Fish, SFLOs like others are committed to following the 
science – so where is the science to prove the obvious (my opinion): buffer widths should be 
based on the size of the streams; the needs of critters using these streams; and the economic 
viability of those of us protecting these streams?   Going forward we should avoid wasting 
everyone’s resources on mostly academic issues like this one, at least until we know what the 
science says is really needed.  I’m no scientist but I’d bet the science would not support 200’ 
wide, salmon-sized buffers on the narrow upper stream reaches for sculpin, or “likely to be 
used” fish habitat. 
 

  
 
Smalls forestland (background) tends to be in the lower elevations with flatter ground. 
  



  
 
Smalls Forestland with more potential Fish Habitat is depicted in this LIDAR enhanced photo.  
The burdens of ramping up our scrutiny and/or requirements for Fish Habitat will likewise fall 
heavily on SFLOs.   
 
As this Type F Habitat process moves forward we want to ensure the SBEIS process is 
thorough, and at a minimum reaffirms the deference, or mitigation Forest and Fish provides 
SFLOs for our smaller, relatively lower impact harvests. 
 
  
Ken Miller 
11801 Tilley Road S. 
Olympia, WA  98512 
360-705-1888 


